Abstract. In this paper, the optimization of antenna location of a distributed MIMO (DMIMO) systems in a circular cell based on advanced particle swarm optimization(PSO) algorithm is analyzed.Firstly, a composite fading channel including small scale fading,path loss and shadow fading is established;then, a closed form expression of downlink average ergodic capacity under highersignal-to-noise (SNR) condition is deduced;next,the optimal position of antenna ports in the circular cell is quickly searched by PSO through dividing the cell into several predefined areas. Simulation results show that the searched position of antenna ports in the cell is very close to the optimaltheoretical location.
Introduction
Due to the rapid development of radio communications, the research of distributed MIMO (DMIMO) system has become a hot issue because of its wide coverage, spectrum efficiency, and etc. Compared with traditional centralized MIMO (CMIMO) systems, antenna ports of DMIMO systems can be distributed in different geographical position of the cell to reduce the average access distance between user terminal and antenna ports [1] . For DMIMO systems, the antenna location in a cell will have an important effect on the whole system's performance [2] .
Current researches on the optimal position distribution of multiple antennas in DMIMO systems have achieved preliminary results. The optimal antenna position in a linear cell was analyzed by using average bit error rate as an optimization object [3] . When both transmitter and receiver sides are equipped with multiple antennas, maximum output SNR was obtained by using maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique [4] . By signal transmission adopting selective transmission scheme (ST), [5] used K-means algorithm to optimize the antenna position in a single and in double cells respectively. Because the number of antennas is limited to just one for base station and user mobile, and the intelligent genetic algorithm used in [6] has a lower convergence rate, it is impossible to search the antenna port position quickly in cells of future complex DMIMO systems. This paper focuses on the cellular system of mobile communication which sets a simplified circular cell model that adopts ST at distributed antenna port and MRC at receiver side. Downlink average ergodic capacity is deduced and regarded as the system optimization target.
System Model
As shown in Fig.1 , we consider a circular cell of DMIMO systems with radius R , which consists of N distributed antenna ports (DAU); one of them in the center of the cell is fixed and regarded as central processing unit (CPU) or central antenna port (DAU1), and the other DAUs and mobile station (MS) which is equipped with M antennas are distributed anywhere. All DAUs are equipped with L antennas; ( , ) ρ θ and ( , )
represent MS and DAUi's polar coordinate respectively. The circular cell of DMIMO systems is denoted as ( , , ) M N L -DMIMO. .
.
Illustration of a circular DMIMO system For simplicity, a flat Rayleigh fading is assumed to be the small-scale fading in the composite channel model. In downlink, the transmitter adopts ST scheme that selects a DAU with the best channel condition. Therefore, the received signal can be expressed as
where
x is transmitted symbol and
Considering a small and large scale fading, the composite channel model between MS and DAUi can be established as , 1
In above formula, from [7] , c / t R P 
Output signal when the receiver adopt MRC can be denoted as:
H w H w H w n (4) Then, the output SNR has the following expression:
From [8] , when
, output SNR is the largest, and then the maximum output SNR is:
Analysis of Cellular Capacity
When transmitter adopts ST, the antenna port with the largest output SNR is as the final output port. Therefore, downlink point-to-point ergodic capacity expression is t 2 ( , ) log det
where, K I represents Kth order identity matrix, min( , )
According to different number of transmitter and receiver antennas, the point to point downlink ergodic capacity when M L > and M L ≤ respectively under high SNR is analyzed as below [9] .
Where ( )
The above formula can ignore the effect of identity matrix I , and is approximate to be
( , ) log det( ) log log det( ) log det
Due to (12) is deduced and approximated to be (11) and (13), the expression of downlink ergodic capacity can be deduced as
Since the above formula is a function of particular MS position ( , ) ρ θ , the downlink average ergodic capacity considering arbitrary distribution of user is given as 
Antenna Position Optimization
We treat the above downlink average ergodic capacity as objective function to improve the DMIMO systems' performance and then to achieve the optimum antenna location coverage. The optimization problem can be equivalent to
To solve this NP-hard problem, we adopt the so-called particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm as the intelligent method to search its global solution due to its strong applicability [11] .
This paper adopts fan-shaped region division method to speed up the searching process. After region division and particle initialization, we start to search the optimal antenna port positions in cell of (4, Fig .2 shows the searching results of the two different configuration of DMIMO systems applying PSO. In the figure, particle swarm in each region finally concentrates in a fixed position of the fan-shaped region . Fig.3 gives some simulation curves of downlink ergodic capacities changing with the radius of antenna ports circle when changing antenna port number N and path loss coefficient α . 
Simulation Results and Analysis
From simulation sub-graphs (a) and (b), we can see that, when antenna port number N is more and more intensive, the average ergodic capacity is also increasing, and the optimal antenna positionis moving to the cell edge. Subgraphs (c) and (d) are simulation curves of（2,4,3）DMIMO systems. We can see that the average ergodic capacity is decreasing according to the change of α , but the optimal circle radius is nearly not changed.
In Fig.3 , the symbol '○' represents the optimal position obtained by computer searching results, and the symbol '×' represents the optimal one obtained by PSO searching.It can be shown that the errors between the computerand PSO searching valuesarequite small. So, in order to improve the searching efficiency, PSOalgorithm can be regarded as an idealsuboptimal searching method.
Conclusions
The optimal antenna port location in circular cell of DMIMO systems based on PSO with maximum downlink average ergodic capacity as an optimization objective is studied. The approximate closed form expression of average ergodic capacity with antenna port selection scheme under higher SNR condition is derived. Then PSO intelligent algorithm is employed to search the optimal antenna port position layout in the case of different DMIMO configurations. It is shown from the computer results that the PSO searching scheme can exactly reflect the actual optimal position of antenna ports. The numerical resultsgiven in this paper can provide a valuable theoretical reference fornew generation mobile communications based on DMIMO technique.
